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To have maintained a fervent interest in education and a belief,

in the rewards of learning required a major ac0of faith. llhack'
.

.

people in America have been nothing if, not idealists and devotees

of the American dream: It is a source of wonderwhere such ,

unending faith had its origins.
I r

4.,

Looking at the urban school administrator from:any perspective requires an
. -.

exercise id mental gYanaitics. The modern day administrator have been moving in
. p.

,. .

and out of positions at such a rapid rate that difficulti& have arisen in merely

,

filding these people. much less dtscu4sini, with them the probleml'encourke6red by

.,
,-, , , ,

them in the pursuit of their jobs. To examine the urban school adhinistrator from

,

a Black perspective requires that both the examiner and the exaknee be of soundr1
.

4 ..,

. Mind and body, be physically fii, super intelligent, possess both pragmatic and
- '

4 I

conservatjive views, be, politically aware and disinterested in expressing views,
't

polemical in nature. It is also desirable that the administrators possess the

craftiness to maak'or unmask their intelligence when the occasion demands.it---

in addition to being Warm; cold, out - going,, reserved, cairn, and vociferous as the

circumstances dictate.

6.

Black school administrators are in trouble wherever they are, however, urban

areas usually provide the MC:18p difficult circumstances for administrative achievement.

.

'William Grier and Price M. Cobbs; Black Rage, (New York: Ba sic Books, Inc.,
61) 1968).
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Blacks must be able to "walk on water" literall . Blacks'are called upon often

to serve in difficult administrative positiOns 1 cated in school districts withe
financial difficulties where personnel and /.or students are in revolt, where disci-

-

_ _ pline is non-existent, Where academie achievement levels are low, and where the

IP

community is divided. Who, but a miracle worker could be expected to enter'into

such an atmosphere and bring order out of chats. This is the situation Which more

often than not confronts Black administrators. Is there any wonder that the tenure

ofBlack administrators is of usually short duration?
.

Many Blacks 'are not accustomed to having Black admirfistrators in their schools
.

and, consequently, are not.adjusted to the reality of what the results-could be.

.,The pervading perception is that Black Administiators should make pecialconcessions

to,Black students when decisions are made regarding student performance. This is

understatidable when one is familiar with the backgrounds and history of Black people,

Blacks have had few people in positions of power who also could serve as their

advocates, 1 agiee with the abpve premise up to a Point, but, at the same time,

I feel that.quality work Aduid be expected of students and be demanded by all

.those responsible for Student achievement. To ask less would be grossly unfair to

thestudents Who are seeking the opportunities that education might.bring.

Theproblem becomes one of bringing all factions together, arriving at a

consensus on goals and objectives, and following through. Unforxunately, many Black
.

.

administrators spend so much time responding to crises that they are unable to

4

direct their energiesto the resolution of critical problems".

.In'defining urban, we attach connotations which immediately project our

attention to slums, ghetto situations, poverty- pockets,,and people in despair who

not only have given up on dreams onee nurtured, but also have'despaired'of draVing
. .

i

on hope, encouragement, and
.. motivation,,that canbe passed on 0 future generations;

,. .

,
.

.

1
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r Yet, we know that regardless ofIrace, ethnicity or economic background, children
.

are,our most priceless possessions.,

In examining.the urban school a

are_multiple.and Pverwheliingto_the

the white school adm3nistrator enCoun

.7

aliistrator from a Black perspective, problems

untrainedinexperienced,neophyte. Whatever,

ters becomes astronomical, when one is Black.

,

Urban school problems are here to stay because our society is being rapidly trans-
. ..

formed into an urban one. EducaEiOn3 a not the only affected area---economies,
.

social and political influences are all reflecting this change. Natusally, these-L---

- -- . .

changes are bringing problems in finance, labor negotiations an community crises;
( . -.

all making demands upOn urbal educational administrators. As previously mentioned,
. .

r.

the, tenure of superintendents and Other administra6is in urban areas isbriei:
g _ , ,..

One seldom dies on the job. It appears that the swiftest route_to retirement 1.4
.

41,
...

through the superintendency of' an an rban school system.,
, . , .

..

xi
.

.
,

, t
.

. Another,majox problem of urban school administration is its reluctance to
. .

. . ,

change. NPt only reluctant to change the educational program, reluctance in looking

at a. wholly new way of dealing with curriculum, course content, human relations
-r-

and personnel. Personnel is the nerve center from which educational Concepts emanate.

Not.nearly enough serious Black people.are serving on our school.boards.

And, consequently) when a serious attempt-is made by a Black school, administrator

to alter the pattern of cumulative deficit,. there is no Support from the governing

board and too little support from the community. (Washington, D.C., is a casein

point.) Boards of education, 6ommOnity councils, and state and federal boards have
. .

. .. . .

not been willing.td deal with aggress ye Black administrators/. ,Black administratora

are few and far between but their numbers are, growing. They are presently, a breed
. .

unto themselves and become objeCts of curiosity long before they are taken seriously.

Once,they are taken seriously, they became "thvate'tp the established order.

-3-



Sometimes<"appears that urban schools are designed to serve the immediate

economic ends of those in power.. The same progtams that have served to launch

white children into college,, provide "wholesome busy work" for Black students until

they reach either-"push out" or :'drop out" age. To maintain a fervent interest in

education and a belief in the rewards of learning requires a major act of faith,

/his faith: is not being instilled in the minds pf Black youth. This lack of faith

in education' iArefleeted.through hostility toward school, teachers, boards of

education, and administrators.

Challenges presented to Black school administrators should not differ from

those faced by white administrators, mlthough,they to. Basic challenges require an

ability to look at alternative positions, regardless of the source, and make rational

decisions based on facts tempered with common sense. Basically, good'judgment is

required of all administrators who are accountable to the people. Administrators

-need to be aware'of the forces that are bringing forth these chabging needs and

challenges.. The challenges and needs of urban school administrators, as ISee them

) I ,

from my position as a Black superintendent,.are: (1), quality education that Will,

enable all students to meet and deal with 'sizcietY in Pulfilling their innate abilities;

(2) redirection of the schoolls.focusdn order ehat they become useful tools for
. . . .

the populace rather,than simply tax burdens; (3) provide quality, education for all

students regaidless of race, gthnic origin,, or economic status; (4) instill in

students an,interest in eductionnot only for what the end resultS can do towards
.

improving -the qualityfof their living but for'what they will be'able to do for theit
-

.
fellowman; (5) .to constantly issue self challenges; (6) to improve oneself;

.(7) to share the same affection and protectiveness for-turban schools (which too

frequently, are places of terror', unrest ,and anxiety); (8) to be able-to function

sanely and wisely in the face of animosity, (9) tp know and recognize, but n61 accept,

.

.

-4-
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that-his-Or her area of function is severely limited by blackness; (10) to make
. .. .

. the American.creedimplementable and equally applicable to all by working to insure
-,

Y

that it is the Creed of progress, liberty, equality, and bumanitarianis7;4(11) work

towards eliminating the feeling of inferiority and a sense of hopelessness prevalent

. , ,

among lower-socioeconomic groups; (12) to enhance the quality of and potential for
, .

creative leadership; (13) to apply donstructive new thinking to urban educational

problems (The old ones Aid not work.);. (14) put, forth effort to bring about effective

)

. . .
.

social' changes within the schools is necessitated
1.

,

by our changing society;
. 4.

. v.

. (15) bring the schools into line with modern day demands and needs; (16) eliminate

segregation---social class -as well as racial; and (17) recognize that the present

. educational efforts are dysfunctional.
2

The future of the predominantly' Black urban center is not clear. Being in a
.

transitory position is not a. pleasant place to be-whatever the administrative,
4 '

position. The Black urban community has inherited problems created by a regressive

..

economy---employment possibilities are dwindling instead of increasing; housing

conditions are worsening in spite of the half-hearted attempts by 'HEW; health care
., - - . ..- .

A. / , ' ..

is becoming a haitle; an needless to day, all MS seep.througli the door of
P.
needless

education. However, I do not suffer from all gloom and despair. I happen to believe

-

that these are remedies for the ills in urban education and that the 'cures must

emanate from those persons in power. It isimperative that leadership come from

those who are intellectually able to provide it. Leadership.tust show foresight

.In.order to'survive:

We'll have to go.at leadt to the, scale equivalent with air effort 1.
,

.

leVietnath . . in commitment. Newark, Detroit, Jersey City all

2M.R. Shed, Urban Education, A National Disaster, Education Yearbook, 1972-73

(New York: MacMillan. & Free Press, 1972)..,



all other gh'ettoed and de lining cities of this cou ry should

be rebuilt in he next ten to fifteen years on'a,p eduction

schedule using the resources of the great construction' and

finance_companies They must be rehuilt by critical path

methods which incorporate the demands of adequate relocation.

Whatever we do must be done eangiblyand by deadline so that

We do not have urban renewal promises that lay and end up-

with benefit to only one sector of the_community.
3

The urban,administrator's job is fantastic. .He must attempt td correct the

ills and mistakes of society in a contractual period of time thathaye taken ages

0 compile. In order to-be effective, Blacks as well as,whii.es must come out of

,
.isolation, stop making the safe and popular decisions and take some definite sta

. .

on whet they feel are good and rational ideas, We muse try to do more than' what

N

is expected of us, for we cannot afford to do lessi Unless we can withstand the'

."fire," Cope with apathy, deal with and circumvent financial obdtacles, we should

give up the Ship in favor of someone who is a risk-taker, an experimenter, and a

mistake-maker. There should be no fear connected with making mistakeS---if one

does, nothing then surely.no mistakes will be made. Of course, one will be doing
1

his homework backing,up decisions with rational thought, rese)rch, and the exchange

of ideas, The process cf making a decision is often more important than the

decision itself.

It is time that Black school administrators realize that education ?s a

continuous search that only begins in the schools. We are carrying the burdens and

ills of society in e compact package N.74.4:11 our school walls. The burdens are of

a social and economic nature. In a relatively short span of time,. administrators

3Arnold Rose, The Negro in America, (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), p. 280.



A

are expected to make the necessary corrections and administer the proper mediCine

in prescribed doses so as to deliver to society a mentally and,physically healthy'

individual prtpared to cope with society's demands and requirements. Thie,isa

herculean task that staggers the imaginatiqp, but it can be done.

I wish_to share with you a lettr written in 1969 by a principal in New York

City to Freedomways magazine. The writer was, even at that time, expressing

anger, dissatisfaction and deep concern for students:

The crucial question of quality education fox
!
Black and,Puerto

Rican children---indeed for all youngsters inour country who

suffer in one form or another from the basic inequities of
. ,.

American capitalism---is increasingly a,tokc of concern, and

0 .
.

.

anxiety among educators . . . ..The problem; becomes: How can
.% .

the schools.hopeto overcome Or compensate ,for' the debilitating
. - . ,' , ,.

effec,ts stemming from an exceedingly pathogenic socio-economic
r -\

system? We, the educators) are charge with the public ,,,

responsibility of remediating, compensating for the contintous

and pervasive stility, prejudice discrimination, privation

and insensitively perpetuated upon Black and Puerto Rican

youngsters and their parents daily.youngsters

Moreover, we are mandated by state constitutions, local statutes,

and customs to "explain" to these exploited people that-the

schools have been established to help_them to heap themselves:

. 4
. *I

The tragic and most chilling aspect Of this situation has been'

the quiet and tacit acceptance by educators, white,andhlack,

that the conditions they see in the schools are inevitable.

-7-
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For educators, then, the task becomes vividly..dlear; are we

to perpetuate the existing social arrangements or are we tp

facilitate changing the existin&arrang ents?

The,"changing community" is.today_a_d MicIorce_fromwhich_

Black and Puerto-Rican AMericans, who have traditionally been

exploited And denied their rights, will confront the exploitera

and their apologists. Accordingly, the schools andeducators 1

will be,inirolved directly in this struggle. Educators can only,

be relevant to the "changing community" when they identify the

community's strhgg/e as their own. We can no longer serve air.

constithenis' platitudes about the "American Dream,"---we must'
4

now engage all our efforts and skills in helping each and every

individual in our community to achieve his basic American rights
,-

i.e.
libertw

y and equality, of opportunity.4

. Black education in 'the North, when compared to urban education, seems.to be

I

one and the same if there is a desire to be both pragmatic and honest. The large

numbers of Black people who migrated to the North seeking a better way of life,

and a smaller number of whites, found themselves sharing the same community.

Economics played a major role in determining where both Blacks and whites settled

.

upon arriving. in the North or other large cities throughout thecountry, while

racial restrictions played a role for Blacks.in determining ethnic distribution

of the schools. The movementtowards arising educational expectation of the

Black population is of tremendous importance in Working with urban educational

problems:
5

4
Ronald'Evans, "On the Education of Our Children" Freedomways, IX (Winter

1969), 76. . .

Melvin Steinfield, "Re mping,the Curriculum," Racism and Discrimination in
American History' (New York: Glencoe, Press, 1970) p., 336.

-8-
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:'
. .

In comparing urban school probleis with rulal'or community systems, we note
.

-.k
.

. -
.

.
.

'a striking similarity that is difficult to ignore: (a) Actual pltnned development'

of urban school systems neverWas initiated. (b) Rural and small community systems

also just happened, with convenience and access as major considerations,

(c) Urban school administrators are faced with how much, not what sort of, education

to plan for students. (d) Rural and small school system administrators aid-con-
.

- .

derned with type,, quality and public appeal.

r

Problems relative
.

to Black perspectives are clearly visible td the persons

responsible for finding workable solutions. ,A vital area confronting slack adignis-
.:-.

trators is staffing. Many competent teachers will refuse to work in an urban school

Ind some refuse to work for a Black administrator. - V

..

Vital to urban schools are teachers who are competent'and dedicated. It is

difficult to find both qualities to-a large,deiree-in an urban system% .Teachers,_

normally, will teach in an urban situation for a short tire. This ptoyides their

, k

with a variety, of. experiences that. serves them well,upon their departure: It also

creates a high teacher turnover rate and necessitates continuous recruitment.

In Chicago and New York City, for instance, ninety per cent of the teachers

in'the schools'are either new (and waiting to get to the suburbs),, problem teachers

who have been shunted from one.place to another waiting on retirement, or probationary.

teachers who are performing a holding' tactic while looking around for greener

pastures or at least more lucrative ones.;
A

-

Improved federal financing,coupled with state subsidies must be enacted'.

immediately as a preventive as well, as a remedial measure if urban schools are tp be

" . 4

saved financially. Ideally, the federal government should supply a basic subsidy

per pupil nationwide.

. 3

v.
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Education must allow the urban child to function, in the American culture
,.

at large. Black educators,aridadministrators ShOuld have no difficulty Olth
t

this

,

s ,

concept because of the pbculiar background of Black people., We are a people who

tistorically have been uprooted, relocated both willingly and unwillingly,ti
throughout.our past, We have trekked the deserts of the'East, the mountaift ranges

1- A

of the Kilimadjaros, the wilds of Africa,and thejungles of America's city Streets
,

arid slums. Through circum,stance, we have beeri,a protesting and mobile people.
.

et.

-We writ to be, changeable" in a posit4ve way, with. some recourse in selecting and

.

'planning our,ownlifestyles.

k0amping the. curricula of any scool system is difficult. It becomes monumental

*

when curricular changes. are combined with revamping an entire district'whose atti

tudes are hpstiLeg. not especially agLnst educat3rs, buteducation. Upon accepting
.

, ... .

an urban pos .ition, the uri3in school administrator must always face the fact that

....

the curriculum is
-

a problem. The demands for more Black studies, programs, and
r . .

projecte.indicatedihe emergence of a new self-concept and self-image. The urban,

s!4

.administrator must be prepared to deal with this need, for his choices 4re limited.,
-J

Gordon Allpprt declares:

A mari Who lacks historical isdentity.is severely handicapped.

'A. man who cannot relat e his sown experiences to a past in which

the frailities and,streng ths, the follies and wisdoms and in

' part his own is bereft of perspective. To the "disgrace of the
. ,

U.S., past and present, the Afro - American was the only indivi-
.-

'dual who was denied his history.6
. -

, ,

6Gordon W. Allport, "Fear and Anxiety," Another View: To Be Black in America

Mew York: 'larcouit, Brace, and Javanovich,'1970) p. 204.
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As previously stated, crime and disease are a reflection of the urban environ-
.

.,
.....

went along Wif,b..miseducation and under - education. The National Urban League
,.

. -.. .t.

organized by George Ekund Haynes in 1911, was conceived.because of .Mr.. Haynes'

interest in_the social conditions of the urban Black. Today)with the organization

still existing,and functioning, urban prbleMs
.
remain the same. The binte thrust

-
.

is on.the
.

schools as vas proposed by the Urban League and is a commitment which

..* . - ., . .;.
.rneeds to be ken onsby'Black and white administrators alike:

.

\

. .

A difference noted when Urbawadministratkie problems are being tackled Is
,,,,

-,...

-

. .. .

that a white administrator can operate openly and freely if desired whereas the

Black administrator is forced to wear.n. mask. The Black administrator's ideas and

concepts are ekpected,to be ploaked In mystery, manipulated, and fitted into a

-,- . : % .
.

.
mold that has been designed by the white man from the beginning. This is. degrading,

..

. . 4 ,.
. ..

to say the least, and. it also makesat impossible forhe Black administrator to
. -

1.

.., .

conceive, implement, and follow through on original ideas which most likely are
1

.

:
. ...-

fir superior to thOse chOsen fOr the Black adMinistrator. .

Connected with the,Black administrator by those in adminiltrative posItIons,

. .

and others, are the elusive myths that must bfe fought continuomily. The supposition'

is that a white can be effective while a Black cannot, even though comparable, in

qualification% PeOple'tend to believe that which they want. to believe: The mytit

that Black administrators do not have the expertise to deal Withroblems tOund ifi

urban areas an be exploded by pointing to 'Black superintennents and other adminis-

."

trators.functioning successfully in urban.areas::There is a myth that white teachers

and other personnel would not work for Black aWnistrators. The truth is that:

when econOmicwis,pitted against color, economics wing, The mytheexists that Black

.
4 4- .

administrators are unable to stand up under pressure because Blacks are an eMoional,

excitable people. Blacks haVe experiedeed a lifetime of training in the field Of
.

A , ...,
i

4.12,
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stress and40;Sin, IT knowing (frequently) that there was another way of feeling

ot that ad*iety is not supposed to be 'continUoug''Part of the.haman makepp. The

-myth persists that Black folk are attempting to "takeovet"snd we are 'looked'

.
,

upon as threats to the job security of othersswhen, in reality, all we are attempt-''
,

,
. . _ _ ___ ,_ , ____. ___.

.,,

ing to do is to insure a place for Blacks who Sre'egually competent. Chronic

-anxiety puts us on the "alert froma.white, perspective and Whites on the alert from

a Black.,perapectiva.

stimuli As menace. g

This chronic,6cipty predisposes whites to see all sorts of

This country demands that every race measure itself-1)Y' the American standard.

r .. :.

-4 Aince'..theAmmricap standard is, that under which we must all sink or swim, the
. .

. .'.-
4 d .1.14.it ,

reasonablenesb of the .idea
.

1.0,0010s4ge that-the same, means of miring that Stan-
- '. .:44'

. '

wt.4 1 , , ,

tlard4e avairable, erIZIO4l1:".'Ne, as articularly Black educators,
. 4 1,!:

educators,
f."

%

have,a special responsibility._ We must assume responsibility for enlightening 4

IA

, _those who are already involved in the process byorgating athirSt foTetha knOwleage,
, ..

.
. .

. . .

and plant, a seed of curiosityin 6husewho are akemical and Wary of committing
..

4". S4
themselves to a set of go'ale thatnever nefore tame heen raaliced. With white

-, . :. '. Y7. . .

...

.

educators (working in any,areaY the greatest problem is ,that, of choosing a subject

.
kg.

field in ,which they .will A most .happy. 'The choices are whichand-When4--not
c.

, .

whether, and will. We cannot suha&ibe to Book4i T. Washington's', 'of
,,,,t ,

,
, ,..

adjustment and submission which accepts the alleged inferiority ok'Biacks, He.asked

?. :.. ,

that Black people, -in order tot survive, give u
./

p political power,, civil'tights, and
u

higher education 161

goods and conciIIArt

.it very clear ,tHat

Black youth,, emphasizing instead industrial educatioi, material

low of-the_South. Washington's `Atlanta Exposition ,Address made

Itis,was au effort at peace at any price, which the ,alert BlaCk

. ,

administrator - -- educator of today'cannot buy. W. E." Du Bois,.
s

stated that:

on the otheAandg
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ot,
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4

Thyegrorace like all races, is going to be'sived by its

exceptional men. The firoblein of education, then, among

Negroes must first of all deal with the Talented Tenth;

o

it is the problem of developing the best of this race'that

they may wide the Masi;away from the contamination and

death of, the Worst in their own and other races, Now the 4

training of menis a difficult and intricate task. Its

.
technique is.a matter for educational experts, but its

object is for the vision of seers., If we make money,

the object of man training, we may possess artisans but

-noi) in nature, men. Men we shall have only, as we make

manhood the Object of the Work -of the sahoofs--Lintelli-

gence) broad sympathy, knowledge of the wprld that was

. -

*Id is, and of the relation of men to it-- -this, is the
'Y

Orriculum of that higher education which must -dnderlie retie

life. On this ,foundation we may build bread winning, Skill

of hand, and quickness of brain,4with never a feat lest

the child and man mistake .the means of living for the object

of life!

We all know who-is guiding the education of todayts youth. And, we all know
.

that in order to become more effective, competent Black administrators must be

.placed in positions where they can serve as mOdels,for youth--cfn the brink----Waitin
,;

to be led, toppled or pushed. Who, can better deal withmodern,problems of

.
education thanthoge whO have, come up through the "school of hard knocks"?' Irr

pursuing ducationalgoals, the urban School educator -must be alert-to pie

7
W,E. Du Bois "The Talented Tenth," What Country Have I? Oiew York: St. Martin

PFess, 1970).,.p. .
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circumventions gaining widespread popularity, such as, vocationalizing urban

education to the ,point of assembly line Production. It does keep students off

! 4

the streets, keep them.busy with their hands. But,.does vocationalizing prepare

'
- youth-for the assumption of'leadership positions that require preparation in

logic, public relations and business? Our most talented youth must be trained in

colleges and universities. I admit freely,that all men cannot go to. college nor

should air men be expected to ~go; but some meh must, and 'we as Black"educators

must see to it that Black folk are among those who do go.. Du.BoiS stated:

A uniyerAty is a human invention for the transmission of

'''knowledge and culture from generation to.generatiOn, through

the tiaining of quick minds and pure-hearts, and for this'

work no other human invention will ,suffice; ,not even trade

and industrial schools - - -every

- must have its yeast,-must haVe

isolated group or, nation

I -

for the ta).ented,few, centers
_ -

of training where.men are notda mystified and befuddled by
r

the hard and 'necessary- -toil.. of earning a-living: as to have

no aims-higher than their bellies and no God greater than God.8
.

4 Reverend Joseph H. Jackson, in an address befort the National Baptist Convent

in pettoit, set,sOme guidelines which.Black folk need to consider seriously:. He

touched-on the issues of remaining in the mainstre am of American democracy, the
,

valub of remaining, logical and legal during our freedom st ggle, and -the use of

the voting booth as one way of fighting our battle. But, he went further and into

depth on-the-training of future leaders. ,He stated emphatically that: ,

s, ,c

Negroes must st1,11,make their own leaders . . . . Negroes must

not forget that have deny. field.s in which leaders are necessary

8
Ibid.

r'
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it

and. important, and we should accept:And follow the leaders

in their respective field; that is, when they are right . .

tr.

4.We have political leadera,"civil rights leaders,. religious

leaders business leaders, athletes, Comedians, actors,

and the whole range. 'We also, have educators who aremaking

.contributions in the field of thought and mental grOwth.

. -

Let us honor, follow, and respect them...Let us not discourageo
.

...
. .

liegro educdtors by advocating directly or Indirectly that
..44 :

they, are by nature inferior to edUdators in oehert racial .
., i

,, , ..
.:

,. groupe,... _. . We is ,a race must see to it' that each man
....

,, serves in his field and wirmust nbt'allOW the white community`

to pick our leaders or tell us Wpm we should,follOw.-T04,0.
m ,

1 pallf,for another type of. direct action-i--whiCh'is oriented:,
,

-
tbwards the Negeoes' ability, talent, genius, and capacity.

We must gotibe guilty ofpossessing the minds, and actions
..

. .

..,
,

;.

,
r

of a.blind Samson Who,pulled'a building down Upon,nimself

as well ashis enemies.- r

What we are trying to ado A.,s to Change the minds of those fo1 in power

who are making,deciSionsdaily affecting millions of".Black,Americans---including

thousands of students and educators struggling with.the inadequacies of urban

,

4

4
Positions

educAtion. X am certain that not one

change certain acquired attitpdes and

natUrle; which means

of us will
,

habits, we

wh must be

f'Orgettljat whenwe'attempt

.are seeking to,Oange that which

talented enough to reConditicl.
emotions and Concepts that have been. traditional since birth, for Many.

. -4.,

9
- Joseph 'H. Jackson "Annual Addi* ess of

.

Ilresi t Joseph 11.__J4Ckson," National..

; Baptist. Convention, Detroit, Michigan, 1964 (uifpubliShed manuscript) .
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4 ,. .. I ...
.

We must insure that'the democratic. dream is not killed by,a4lackaf competent
, .

. . .

.,*:- '4 , ' . . * . .
. . .

,BlaCk people striving to .keep it alive.. The problems that
,

eXist Within our society,

... - - .

educationally as well as economically, need immediate attention in order to curtail'
"t 'k' ...

... t
% . .

:',/ Z .. . . _ -
. .,

_ ,.th.4.-threat. to our _way 9f life__and_ life_ styles . _ One_hapgup in the democratic_ procepp_

. .

is that educators generally'accept intellectually and verbally democratic clears"

.., .

but lack the emotionalparficipation. The primary goal of education in a free
.

. ..

society should be the development lig an inquiring mind. We must begin to ask-
: '.

. . . ".

questions and fully. realize that some thought must ,be given
.

tothe question before
.

_ .

4 it is asked.

SUMMARY
t

. ..
,.

In concl. u. sion, we must admit that superintendents of today must be "tough",
. , .

. .- ,

,-, . .
.

able -to take criticism, and aware of the conflict which surrounds the office.
...

,

Inladdition, today's superintendent must be densitilte,'perceptive, .and humanistic
..

Thenkfully,, they are not expected to be specialists in all areas. Although a

.broad background is desirable,,today's superintendents.can hire competent staffs

; . ,
.,

. to.assist with the day-to-day problems., ligny new careers in administration are . -
.

__

', - . "
opening dp as administrations become mpr9 specialised. Not knowing what is,happening

- . .

,..
.

-i-,-
4. ... i

at the-teacher and, minor adMinistrative level is a problem that need's attention.
- 1.

. - ,
.

The suriprintendent!s,position, one of the most important,in the ,system, is basically
fr

. -
4. (77 ,. 1

. . , .
,

S 4bnely one. In many situations the superintendent really yhas feW pe ?ple with
, .( . . .

. . .
,. .

.
..

whOm he can, or dares, talk. This means that careful consideration must be made'
..-:

. .
- )

Jp,f .thase people on whom the superintendent will be depending for assistance, lest
.,....

.

. .

m
, #

trouble .brew fro within `as well as without: ,

. . . ,

i... . 4 - . , ,.--

, .,Educational problems in large urban systems must be analyzed and studied more
. ', T; 4

' `.

, ,

".:intensery.with input,by those whose educ4tioeis affected. We need to know,

1 '

A
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,

neighborhood by neighborhOod, when a social situation is deteriorating,,_ so that

the American know-how can be immediately brought into full.playto do wicat we
,

feel is necessary by whatever _seam available for ultimate completion. isunity

_midst be eliminated, whether_it,be,_between.Blacke.or between_aacks and, whites.
. .

It is a deadly poison that keeps divisions continuous, which, in turn prevents
. 'S. . .

forward progress on either side. Black school administrators are expected td

'-e()

play a.vital role in educatioa:fdr decadap to come. "-

'0.

O

4'
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